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Abstract
Global Autoregressive Models (GAMs) are a recent proposal [15] for
exploiting global properties of sequences for data-efficient learning of
seq2seq models. In the first phase of training, an Energy-Based model
(EBM) [10] over sequences is derived. This EBM has high representational
power, but is unnormalized and cannot be directly exploited for sampling.
To address this issue [15] proposes a distillation technique, which can only
be applied under limited conditions. By relating this problem to Policy
Gradient techniques in RL, but in a distributional rather than optimization
perspective, we propose a general approach applicable to any sequential
EBM. Its effectiveness is illustrated on GAM-based experiments.
1 Introduction
The mainstream autoregressive sequence models [6, 22, 5, 24]) form a subclass
of sequential energy-based models (sequential EBMs) [10]. While the former are
locally normalized and easy to train and sample from, the latter allow global
constraints, greater expressivity, and potentially better sample efficiency, but
lead to unnormalized distributions and are more difficult to use for inference and
evaluation. We exploit a recently introducaked class of energy-based models,
Global Autoregressive Models (GAMs) [15], which combine a locally normalized
component (that is, a first, standard, autoregressive model, denoted r) with a
global component and use these to explore some core research questions about
sequential EBMs, focussing our experiments on synthetic data for which we can
directly control experimental conditions. We dissociate the (relatively easy) task
of learning from the available data an energy-based representation (Training-1),
from the more challenging task of exploiting that representation to produce
samples or evaluations (Training-2).
In this paper, we provide a short self-contained introduction to GAMs and to
their two-stage training procedure. However our main focus is about Training-2.
∗ Work done while at Naver Labs Europe.
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For that task [15] proposed a Distillation technique to project the Energy-Based
representation (denoted by Pλ) obtained at the end of Training-1 into a final
autoregressive model (denoted piθ), with better test perplexity than the initial
r, but this technique was limited to cases where it was possible to sample from
Pλ at training time. One key observation of the current submission is that
Training-2, considered as the general problem of deriving an autoregressive
model from an energy-based model (not necessarily obtained through Training-1)
has strong similarities with the training of policies in Reinforcement Learning
(RL), but in a distributional rather than in an optimization perspective as in
standard RL. We then propose a distributional variant of the Policy Gradient
technique (Distributional Policy Gradient: DPG) which has wider applicability
than distillation. We conduct GAM-based experiments to compare this technique
with distillation, in synthetic data conditions where distillation is feasible, and
show that DPG works as well as distillation. In both cases, in small data
conditions, the policies (aka autoregressive) models piθ obtained at the end of the
process are very similar and show strong perplexity reduction over the standard
autoregressive models.
Section 2 provides an overview of GAMs. Section 3 explains the training pro-
cedure, with focus on EBMs and relations to RL. Section 4 presents experiments
and results. For space reasons we use the Supplementary Material (Sup. Mat.)
to provide some details and to discuss related work.
2 Model
2.1 Background
Autoregressive models (AMs) These are currently the standard for neural
seq2seq processing, with such representatives as RNN/LSTMs [6, 22], ConvS2S
[5], Transformer [24]). Formally, they are defined though a distribution rη(x|C),
where x is a target sequence to be generated, and C is a context, with rη(x|C) .=∏
i sη(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1, C), and where each sη(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1, C) is a normalized
conditional probability over the next symbol of the sequence, computed by
a neural network (NN) with parameters η. The local normalization of the
incremental probabilities implies the overall normalization of the distribution
rη(x|C). In RL terminology, AMs can also be seen as policies where actions are
symbols and states are sequence prefixes.
Energy-Based Models (EBMs) EBMs are a generic class of models, charac-
terized by an energy function Uη(x|C) computed by a neural network parametrized
by η [10]. Equivalently, they can be seen as directly defining a potential (an
unnormalized probability distribution) Pη(x|C) = e−Uη(x|C), and indirectly the
normalized distribution pη(x|C) = 1/Zη(C) Pη(x|C), with Zη(C) =
∑
x Pη(x|C).
Here we will identify an EBM with its potential (the Pη form) and be concerned
exclusively with sequential EBMs, that is, the case where x is a sequence.
2
2.2 GAMs
We employ a specific class of sequential EBMs, Global Autoregressive Models
(GAMs), which we summarize here (for details please see [15]). GAMs exploit
both local autoregressive properties as well as global properties of the sequence
x. A GAM is an unnormalized potential Pη(x|C) over x, parametrized by a
vector η = η1 ⊕ η2, which is the product of two factors:
Pη(x|C) = rη1(x|C) · e〈λη2 (C), φ(x;C)〉. (1)
Here the factor rη1(x|C) is an autoregressive model for generating x in the
context C, parametrized by η1. The factor e〈λη2 (C), φ(x;C)〉 on the other hand,
is a log-linear potential [8], where φ(x;C) is a vector of predefined real features
of the pair (x,C), which is combined by a scalar product with a real vector
λη2(C) of the same dimension, computed by a network parametrized by η2. The
normalized distribution associated with the GAM is pη(x|C) = Pη(x|C)Zη(C) , where
Zη(C) =
∑
x Pη(x|C).
The motivations for GAMs are as follows. The first factor guarantees that the
GAM will have at least the same effectiveness as standard autoregressive models
to model the local, incremental, aspects of sequential data.The second factor
can be seen as providing a “modulation” on the first one. While we could have
chosen any energy-based potential for that factor, the log-linear form has several
advantages. First, the features φ(x;C) provide prior knowledge to the model by
drawing its attention to potentially useful global sequence properties that may
be difficult for the AM component to discover on its own. Second, log-linear
models enjoy the following important property: at maximum likelihood, the
features expectations according to the model and to the data are equal (“moment
matching” property).
In our experiments, we focus on a simple unconditional (language modelling)
version of GAMs, of the form:
Pλ(x)
.
= r(x) · e〈λ, φ(x)〉, (2)
where the autoregressive factor r = rη1 is first learnt on the training dataset
of sequences D and then kept fixed, and where the parameter vector λ is then
trained on top of r, also on D. We denote by pλ(x) the normalized distribution
associated with Pλ(x).
3 Training
We assume that we are given a training data set D (resp. a validation set V , a
test set T ) of sequences x, and a finite collection of real-valued feature functions
φ1, . . . , φk. The GAM training procedure then is performed in two stages (see
Fig. 1).
3.1 Training-1: from data to energy-based representation
3
r(x)
piθ(x)
Pλ(x)
Training-1
Training-2
Figure 1: Two-stage
training. At the end
of the process, we com-
pare the perplexities
of r and piθ on test
data: CE(T, r) vs.
CE(T, piθ).
This phase consists in training Pλ by max-likelihood
(ML) on D. We start by training an AM r = rη1 (our
initial policy) on D, in the standard way. We then fit
the log-linear weight vector λ to the data. In order to
do that, we denote by log pλ(D) the log-likelihood of
the data, and perform SGD over λ by observing that
(2) implies:
∇λ log pλ(D) = |D| · [Ex∼pD(x) φ(x)−Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x)], (3)
where Ex∼pD(x) φ(x) (resp. Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x)) denotes
the expectation (aka moment) of the feature vector
relative to the data (resp. to the model). The first
moment can be directly computed from the data, but
the second moment requires more effort. The most
direct way for estimating Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x) would be to produce a random sample
from pλ(·) and to compute the mean of φ(x) over this sample. In general,
when starting from an unnormalized Pλ as here, obtaining samples from pλ
can be difficult. One approach consists in applying a Monte-Carlo sampling
technique, such as Rejection Sampling (rs) [18], and this is one of two techniques
that can be applied in the experimental conditions both of [15] and of this
paper. However rejection sampling is feasible only in situations where reasonable
upper-bounds of the ratio P (x)/q(x) (for q a proposal distribution) can be
derived.1 This is why [15] proposes another technique of wider applicability, Self-
Normalized Importance Sampling (snis) [14, ?].This technique directly estimates
the expectation Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x) without requiring samples from pλ.
3.2 Training-2: from energy-based representation to dis-
tributional policy
The output of the previous stage is an unnormalized EBM, which allows us
to compute the potential P (x) = Pλ(x) of any given x, but not directly to
compute the partition function Z =
∑
x P (x) nor the normalized distribution
p(x) = 1/Z P (x) = pλ(x) or to sample from it.2 In RL terms, the score P (x)
can be seen as a reward. The standard RL-as-optimization view would lead us to
search for a way to maximize the expectation of this reward, in other words for
a policy piθ∗ with θ∗ = argmaxθ Ex∼piθ(·) P (x), which would tend to concentrate
all its mass on a few sequences.
By contrast, our RL-as-sampling (distributional) view consists in trying to
find a policy piθ∗ that approximates the distribution p as closely as possible, in
terms of cross-entropy CE. We are thus trying to solve θ∗ = argminθ CE(p, piθ),
1More sophisticated MCMC sampling techniques with broader applicability exist [18], but
they are typically difficult to control and slow to converge.
2In our discussion of Training-2, to stress the generality of the techniques employed, we
will use P (x) to denote any EBM potential over sequences, and p(x) = 1/Z P (x), with
Z =
∑
x P (x), to denote the associated normalized distribution. Whether P (x) is obtained or
not through Training-1 in a GAM-style approach is irrelevant to this discussion.
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with CE(p, piθ) = −
∑
x p(x) log piθ(x). We have:
∇θ CE(p, piθ) = −
∑
x
p(x) ∇θ log piθ(x) = −Ex∼p(·)∇θ log piθ(x). (4)
We can apply (4) for SGD optimization, using different approaches.
The simplest approach, Distillation, can be employed in situations where
we are able to draw, in reasonable training time, a large number of samples
x1, . . . , xK from p. We can then exploit (4) directly to update θ, which is in
fact equivalent to performing a standard supervised log-likelihood SGD training
on the set {x1, . . . , xK}. This is the approach to Training-2 taken in [15], using
rejection sampling at training time for obtaining the samples, and then training
θ on these samples to obtain a final AM piθ which can be used for efficient
sampling at test time and for evaluation. The advantage of this approach is
that supervised training of this sort is very succesful for standard autoregressive
models, with good stability and convergence properties, and an efficient use of
the training data through epoch iteration.3 However, the big disadvantage is
its limited applicability, due to restrictive conditions for rejection sampling, as
explained earlier.
A central contribution of the present paper is to propose another class of
approaches, which does not involve sampling from p, and which relates to
standard techniques in RL. We can rewrite the last formula of (4) as:∑
x
p(x) ∇θ log piθ(x) = 1
Z
Ex∼piθ(·)
P (x)
piθ(x)
∇θ log piθ(x). (5)
This formula is very close to the vanilla formulation (aka REINFORCE [25]),
we have a reward R(x) and we try to maximize the expectation Ex∼piθ(·)R(x).
It can be shown [23] that ∇θ Ex∼piθ(·)R(x) = Ex∼piθ(·)R(x) ∇θ log piθ(x). Thus,
in the RL case, an SGD step consists in sampling x from piθ and computing
R(x)∇θ log piθ(x), while the SGD step in (5) only differs by replacing R(x) by
P (x)
piθ(x)
.4 We will refer to the approach (5) through the name Distributional Pol-
icy Gradient (on-policy version) or DPGon (“on-policy” because the sampling
is done according to the same policy piθ that is being learnt).
An off-policy variant DPGoff of (5) is also possible. Here we assume that we
are given some fixed proposal distribution q and we write:∑
x
p(x) ∇θ log piθ(x) = 1
Z
Ex∼q(·)
P (x)
q(x)
∇θ log piθ(x). (6)
Here the sampling policy q is different from the policy being learnt, and the
formula (6) represents a form of Importance Sampling, with q the proposal,
typically chosen to be an approximation to p.
We did some initial experiments with DPGon, but found that the method
had difficulty converging, probably due in part to the instability induced by the
3Epoch iteration might actually be seen as a form of “experience replay”, to borrow RL
terminology [11].
4The constant factor 1/Z can be ignored here: during SGD, it has the effect of rescaling
the learning rate.
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constant change of sampling distribution (namely piθ). A similar phenomenon is
well documented in the case of the vanilla Policy Gradient in standard RL, and
techniques such as TRPO [20] or PPO [21] have been developed to control the
rate of change of the sampling distribution. In order to avoid such instability,
we decided to focus on DPGoff, based on Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 DPGoff
Input: P , initial policy q
1: piθ ← q
2: for each iteration do
3: for each episode do
4: sample x from q(·)
5: θ ← θ + α(θ) P (x)
q(x)
∇θ log piθ(x)
6: if piθ is superior to q then
7: q ← piθ
Output: piθ
In this algorithm, we suppose that
we have as input a potential function
P , and an initial proposal distribu-
tion q; in the case of GAMs, we take
P = Pλ and a good piθ0 is provided
by r. We then iterate the collection
of episodes x sampled with the same
q (line 4), and perform SGD updates
(line 5) according to (6) (α(θ) is the
learning rate). We do update the pro-
posal q at certain times (line 7), but
only based on the condition that the current piθ is superior to q in terms of
perplexity measured on the validation set V , thus ensuring a certain stability of
the proposal.
This algorithm worked much better than the DPGon version, and we retained
it as our implementation of DPG in all our experiments.
4 Experiments
In order to assess the validity of our approach, we perform experiments under
controllable conditions based on synthetic binary sequences. Our setup is similar
to that of [15]. We generate datasets D,V, T of binary sequences according
to a underlying process ptrue. This process produces random “white noise”
binary strings with fixed length n = 30 that are filtered according to whether
they contain a specific, fixed, substring (“motif") anywhere inside the sequence.
The interest of such a process is that one can efficiently generate datasets (by
implementing the filtering process through a probabilistic finite-state automaton)
and also directly compute the theoretical entropy (perplexity) of the process
(see [15]). Also, [15] observed that ptrue(x) could be well approximated by a
standard autoregressive model r(x) when the training dataset was large.
In these experiments, we employed a GAM architecture according to (2),
using a fixed set of five binary features5: one feature corresponding to the
presence/absence of the motif in the candidate sequence, and four “distractor”
features with no (or little) predictive value for the validity of the candidate
sequence (this feature set, using [15] notation, is denoted in the figures by the
mask ft = 1001111). We vary the motifs m used, the size of the training set D,
and the seeds employed.
5We also did experiments involving two continuous features (M and v) assessing length,
see A.4 in Sup. Mat.
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Our implementation is based on PyTorch [16], with policies (i.e. autore-
gressive models r and piθ) implemented as LSTM models over the vocabulary
{0, 1, 〈EOS〉}, with each token represented as a one-hot vector.
The specific experimental setup that we use, due to the nature of the features
(binary features or length features M, v), permits to perform Training-2 through
distillation (the method used in [15]). In these experiments, we want to confirm
that the more generally applicable DPG method works equally well. We do so
by varying the training dataset size D and by computing the test perplexity
(cross-entropy) of the piθ obtained at the end of Training-1 + Training-2, and
then checking that both distillation and DPG lower this perplexity relative
to that of the initial r, under small data conditions (data efficiency). But we
also confirm that in Training-2, both distillation and DPG are able to almost
perfectly approximate the EBM Pλ obtained at the end of Training-1 (that is,
to approximate the associated normalized pλ); in other words, when Pλ is able
to model the ptrue accurately (which depends on both the quality of the initial
r and on the ability of the features to fit the underlying process), then DPG is
able to produce a piθ that accurately represents ptrue.
Figure 2: Distillation vs. DPG
Overall Training: Distillation vs.
DPG We consider a situation where
Training-1 is done through snis, but
Training-2 is done either through
Distillation or through DPG (i.e.
DPGoff). Figure 2 illustrates this case.
Here the motif, feature vector, and
seed are fixed, but the training size
|D| varies from 500 to 2 ·104) (the size
of the test set T is fixed at 5 · 103).
The solid lines represent the cross
entropies of the final piθ relative to the
test set, with the scale located on the
left side of the figure, while the dashed
lines are the frequencies of the motif m (computed on 2000 strings sampled from
piθ) with the corresponding scale on the right. We distinguish two versions of
Training-2, one based on distillation (distill), the other on DPG (dpg).
First consider the points above |D| = 5000, and the solid lines: for both
distill and dpg, we have CE(T, r) CE(T, piθ) ≈ H(ptrue): piθ is more data
efficient than the initial AM r. For smaller data conditions, the tendency is even
stronger, while larger D lead to an initial r which is already very good, and on
which the two-stage training cannot improve.
Similar conclusions hold for the motif frequencies of piθ compared to r: in
small data conditions, the motif is much more frequently present when using piθ.
Finally, comparing distill and dpg, we see that the performances are
very comparable, in this case with a slight advantage of distill over dpg in
perplexities but the reverse in motif frequencies.
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Table 1: Statistics over: motif ∈ {1000101000101, 1011100111001,
10001011111000}, ft ∈ {1001111,Mv1001111}, seed ∈ {1234, 4444}.
|D| CE(T,pi
dpg
θ
)
CE(T,pidis
θ
)
mtf_frq(pidpg
θ
)
mtf_frq(pidis
θ
)
CE(T,pidpg
θ
)
CE(T,r)
CE(T,pidpg
θ
)
H(ptrue)
mtf_frq(pidpg
θ
)
mtf_frq(r)
CE(T,pidisθ )
CE(T,r)
mtf_frq(pidisθ )
mtf_frq(r)
500 1.008 1.252 0.76 1.18 281.51 0.758 224.94
1000 1.014 1.102 0.762 1.178 240.40 0.76 218.24
5000 1.019 1.21 0.865 1.059 34.73 0.847 28.69
10000 1.014 1.067 0.968 1.023 2.17 0.963 2.04
20000 1.004 1.023 1.0 1.006 1.03 1.002 1.01
Effectiveness of DPG in approximating p To emphasize the performance
of DPG in Training-2 (that is, its effectiveness at finding a distributional policy piθ
for an EBM representation P (x)), independently of the quality of Training-1), we
considered two alternatives for P . The first one took P = Pλ, the energy-based
model obtained from Training-1. In our specific experimental conditions, we were
able to accurately estimate (via importance sampling) the partition function Z
and therefore to compute the cross entropy CE(T, pλ), and to compare it with
CE(T, piθ): they were extremely close. We confirmed that finding by considering
an alternative where P was defined a priori in such a way that we could compute
p and CE(T, p) exactly, observing the same behavior. Details are provided in
Sup. Mat. A.3.
Results In Table 1 we compute the means of ratios of different quanti-
ties across experiments with different motifs, features and seeds: motif ∈
{1000101000101, 1011100111001, 10001011111000}, ft ∈ {1001111,Mv1001111},
seed ∈ {1234, 4444}. In all cases Training-1 is performed using snis.
These statistics confirm the tendencies illustrated in the previous plots.
Namely, when |D| increases the test cross entropy CE(T, piθ) gets closer to the
theoretical one H(ptrue). Also piθ outperforms r in small conditions of |D| for the
two modes of Training-2: the columns CE(T,pi
dpg
θ )
CE(T,r) and
CE(T,pidisθ )
CE(T,r) show that the
models approximate the true process more closely than the initial r in settings
with |D| < 104. Similar conclusions can be drawn when comparing the motif
frequencies of piθ and r. Further, according to data in columns
CE(T,pidpgθ )
CE(T,pidisθ )
and
mtf_frq(pidpgθ )
mtf_frq(pidisθ )
, we see that DPG and distillation have comparable efficiency for
obtaining the final policy. DPG gives rise to a policy that has better motif
frequency but slightly worse cross-entropy than the one from distillation.
5 Conclusion
Motivated by the GAM formalism for learning sequential models,6 we proposed
some RL-inspired techniques for obtaining distributional policies approximating
the normalized distribution associated with an energy-based model over sequences.
6The limitation to sequential EBMs is not as serious as it seems. Many objects can be
decomposed into sequences of actions, and EBMs over such objects could then be handled in
similar ways to those proposed here.
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We took some first experimental steps, in controlled synthetic conditions, for
confirming that these techniques were working.
While the main algorithm (DPGoff) proposed here for computing distribu-
tional policies is generic in the sense that it only requires a potential P (x) and
a proposal q, the fact that GAMs intrinsically enclose an autoregressive policy
r that can be used to initialize such a proposal is an important advantage. It
should also be observed that the division of work in GAMs between Training-1
and Training-2 helps clarifying a distinction that should be made about training
sequential EBMs from data. [15] already observed that training the representa-
tion Pλ could be much easier than extracting an autoregressive model from it.7
If we think in the terms of the current paper, we can further observe that while
Training-2 has direct connections to RL (exploiting a given reward to obtain
a policy), Training-1 has some similarities to Inverse RL [19, 12]: deriving a
reward from the training data, here purely inside a max-likelihood approach.
Trying to combine the two aspects in one direct algorithm would only blur the
true nature of the problem.
The move from the standard optimization view of RL and the sampling
(aka distributional) view advocated here is a natural one. Optimization can be
seen as an extreme case of sampling with a low temperature, and the approach
to distributional policies developped in our Algorithm 1 might be a way for
developing stable algorithms for standard RL purposes (a related approach is
proposed in [13]).
Our importation of policy gradient from standard RL to the distributional
view only scratches the surface, and another promising line of research would be
to adapt methods for local credit assignment, such as actor-critic techniques, to
the problem of sampling from an energy-based model.
Acknowledgements Thanks to Tomi Silander and Hady Elsahar for discus-
sions and feedback.
7There are some extreme situations where the Pλ obtained at the end of Training-1 can
perfectly represent the true underlying process, but no policy has a chance to approximate pλ.
This can happen with features associated with complex filters (e.g. of a cryptographic nature)
used for generating the data, which can be easily detected as useful during Training-1, but
cannot feasibly be projected back onto incremental policies.
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A Supplementary Material
A.1 Related Work
GAMs have been introduced in [15]. While that paper already proposes the
division of training in two stages, it only considers a distillation method, of
limited application, for Training-2. It mentions a possible relation with RL as
future work, but does not elaborate, while this is a central focus of the present
submission.
Global and Energy-Based approaches to neural seq2seq models have been
considered in several works. Among those, [1] consider transition-based neural
networks, and contrast local to global normalization of decision sequences,
showing how the global approach avoids the label bias problem for tasks such as
tagging or parsing. Contrarily to us, they focus on inference as maximization,
for instance finding the best sequence of tags for a sequence of words. [3] address
a similar class of problems (multi-labelling problems such as sequence tagging),
employing an energy-based generalization of CRFs, also focussing on inference
as optimization. [9], similar to us, consider probabilistic generative processes
defined through an energy-based model. Their focus is on the generation of
non-sequential objects, using GAN-type binary discriminators to train the energy
representation on the available data. They do not exploit connections to RL.
Reinforcement Learning approaches for seq2seq problems have also been stud-
ied in many works. Among those, [17] use an hybrid loss function to interpolate
between perplexity (aka cross-entropy) training and reward optimization, with
the reward being defined by evaluation measures (such as BLEU in machine
translation) differing from perplexity. [2], still in a RL-as-optimization frame-
work, and with similar objectives, exploit an actor-critic method, where the
critic (value function) helps the actor (policy) by reducing variance. [7] and [13]
attempt to combine log-likelihood (aka perplexity) and reward-based training
in a more integrated way. In the first paper the rewards are directly defined by
a priori scores on the quality of the output, which can be computed not only
at training time but also at test time. In the second paper, the way in which
the rewards are integrated is done by exploiting a probabilistic formulation of
rewards close to ours, but used in a different way, in particular without our
notion of proposal distribution and with no explicit connection to energy-based
modelling. In all these cases, the focus is on inference as optimization, not
inference as sampling as in the present submission.
Finally, [4] use a different notion of “distributional RL" from ours. During
policy evaluation, they replace evaluation of the mean return from a state by
the evaluation of the full distribution over returns from that state, and define
a Bellman operator for such distribution. Their goal is still to find a policy
in the standard (optimization) sense, but with better robustness and stability
properties.
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A.2 Rejection Sampling vs. SNIS in Training-1
Training-1 consists in training the model Pλ on D. This is done by first training
r on D in the standard way (by cross-entropy) and then by training λ by SGD
with the formula:
∇λ log pλ(x) = φ(x)− Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x). (7)
The main difficulty then consists in computing an estimate of the model moments
Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x). In experiments, [15] compares two Monte-Carlo approaches [18]
for addressing this problem: (i) Rejection Sampling (rs), using r as the proposal
distribution and (ii) Self-Normalized Importance Sampling (snis) [26], also using
r as the proposal.
Rejection sampling is performed as follows. We use r(x) as the proposal,
and Pλ(x) = r(x) eλ·φ(x) as the unnormalized target distribution; for any
specific λ, because our features are binary, we can easily upper-bound the ratio
Pλ(x)
r(x) = e
λ·φ(x) by a number β; we then sample x from r, compute the ratio
ρ(x) = Pλ(x)β r(x) ≤ 1, and accept x with probability ρ(x). The accepted samples
are unbiased samples from pλ(x) and can be used to estimate model moments.
Snis also uses the proposal distribution r, but does not require an upper-
bound, and is directly oriented towards the computation of expectations. In this
case, we sample a number of points x1, . . . , xN from r, compute “importance
ratios” w(xi) =
Pλ(xi)
r(xi)
, and estimate Ex∼pλ(·) φ(x) through Eˆ =
∑
i w(xi)φ(xi)∑
i w(xi)
.
The estimate is biased for a given N , but consistent (that is, it converges to the
true E for N →∞).
In the experiments with DPG in the main text, we only considered cases
where Training-1 is done through snis. This made sense, as both snis and
DPG are motivated by situations in which sampling techniques such as rejection
sampling do not work. 8
Fig. 3 compares snis with rs (using only distillation as the Training-2 tech-
nique). It can be seen that both techniques produce very similar results.
8It is also interesting to note that both snis and DPGoffuse importance sampling as the
underlying technique.
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Figure 3: snis vs. rs for Training-1. In Training-2, only distillation was used.
A.3 Effectiveness of DPG in approximating p : details
To emphasize the performance of DPG in Training-2 (that is, its effectiveness at
finding a distributional policy for an EBM representation P (x)), independently
of the quality of Training-1), we considered two alternatives for P (see Figure 4).
The first one took P = Pλ, the energy-based model obtained from Training-1 (the
conditions were the same as in Figure 3, but we only considered snis for Training-
1). For these specific experimental conditions, we were able to accurately estimate
(via importance sampling) the partition function Z and therefore to compute
the cross entropy CE(T, pλ), represented by the points labelled p_lambda in the
figure. We could then verify that the policy piθ obtained from Pλ by DPG (line
dpg pl) was very close to these points. We then considered a second alternative
for P , namely P (x) = wn(x) · F (x), with wn(x) being the white-noise process
filtered by a binary predicate F (x) checking for the presence of the motif; in
other words P (x) is an unnormalized version of the true underlying process
ptrue(x). We then applied dpg to this P obtaining the policy represented by the
line wn_dpg pl and we could also verify that this line was very close to the line
corresponding to ptrue (shown as true in the figure, but almost hidden by the
other line).
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D-PG
Figure 4: DPG vs. p
A.4 Beyond Binary Features in Training-1: Length
While the emphasis of the current paper is on Training-2 and its relationship with
distributional policies in RL, we also wanted to go beyond one of the limiting
assumptions of [15], namely its reliance on binary features only: e.g., presence of
a substring, value of the first bit, etc. We wanted to confirm that GAMs can be
applied continuous features as well, and in fact to features that have a strong
inter-dependence. We also wanted to consider features that relied on weaker
prior knowledge than the presence of specific motifs.
To do that, we considered an additional length feature with two components,
namely |x|max_len ∈ [0, 1] denoted as M and |x|
2
max_len2 ∈ [0, 1] denoted as v.
We note that the moments of these two features correspond to sufficient
statistics for the normal distribution, and roughly speaking GAMs are obtained
by matching moments of the given dataset D.
We were then able during Training-1 to learn the corresponding λ parameters
using either snis without modification or rs with a modification for computing
the upper bound (since the two components are inter-dependent).
However, we noticed that the performance of two training setups (distillation
and DPG) was rather similar whether the length feature was on or off (see
Figure 5). We speculate that in order to see the impact of the length feature,
the strings in D should be longer so that the original AM r would be weaker in
characterizing the length.
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Figure 5: DPG vs Distillation with length feature on (top) or off (bottom).
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